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Widow hood in Nigeria n Dra ma: A Study of Julie Okoh 's Ou r IV(fe Forel'er a nd Qucencth Ha rt 
lhuoma's Trawtilsof Widowhood. C hi nwe nduA. Nwizu ................................. .............................. 60 

Abstract : T he practices of widowhood rit es nnd observances have been an age long tradition in A friea but most particularly 
in the lgbo soc io-cu ltura l milieu. Concerned writers of Afr ican extraction and the lgbo example have g iven attention to this 
subject in thei r literary works. Julie Okoh and Queeneth lhuoma- l lart have in their plays e:\plorcd the impact of\\ ido\1 hood 
practices o n women in the di fTere111 environment they found themselves. This pnpcr therefore st udies widowhood practices as 
explo red by.the two female playwrig hts nn mely Julie Okoh in Ow H"i/i! Fore1•er and Quccneth in Trr11•ails o/ll'idrmlwod. It 
cxnmines the status of the widow. the nnture of the w idowhood rites and obscrvnnces. The essay also interrogates the impact 
of these observ:mcses and rites on widows, and the inJividual's struggles townrds overcoming the trauma on her. It also 
highlig hts the e fTorts and cnmpaign towards d ismantling those w idowhood rites and obscrvnnccs that infringe on the 
fundamental rights o f the widow as a human being.· 

T he Playwright and the Burden of H istor·y: A Study of Ola Rotimi's I/ opes of the Living Dead and 
Ngugi Wa Thiong'O a nd Micere Mugo's Tile Trial of Dedan Kimatlli. Nze, Ja mes 
C hinonyerem ................................................................................................................................... 72 
Abstract: The major concern ofthis paper is to arg ue that there is the need for the playwright to show awareness of the history 
o f the soc iety in which he belongs. li e sho uld as a matter o f importance sh ift emphasis from issues of subjugation and 
oppression o f the African people. He should project the legac ies o f the heroic Africans that cha llenged the tyranny of both the 
colonial masters and the new African political leaders. The playwright as a mi rror of the society should in his duties, record the 
success, fai lure, ho pe, despo ndency, trust and betraya l which his people have passed through. Th is, therefore in forms ihe 
cho ice o f Hopes oft he Living Dead by Ola Rotimi and The Trial ofDedan Kimalhiby Ngugi Wa Thiong'o and Micere Mugo. 

·Hopes of the Living Dead is a histor ical reconstruction o f the lepers' struggle against the unjust policies of the colonia l 
government that sought to dri ve them away from where they were staying. O n the other hand, The Trial of Dedan_Kimathi 
captures the heroic exploits of the ordinary Kenyan people represented by Dedan K imathi. 

The Writer as a Nationalist: A C ritical Study o f Ola Rotimi 's Our Husband Has Gone Mad 
Again, If ... a Tragedy of the Ruled, and Hopes oftlte Living Dead. Luke Ndudi O kolo & Chiamaka 
N\vune. .............................................................................................................................................. 79 

Abstra ct: Obvio usly, literature canno t exist in isolat ion. It is a product of society and so it depicts the society that produced 
them. This work studies three plays ofOla Rot imi as literary works of a nati onal ist. T he Marx ist Criticism of Karl Marx was 
adopted for the analys is. Marxist Criticism is a literary theory that stud ies a literary work as a product of society; and so, it 
embodies socia l, political, and econo mic struggles in society. Recently, many Nigerians developed interest in writing 
li terature, but they have little knowledge of the art and the huge respo nsibi lities of a writer. Their major driving force was a 
quest for wealth . As a result, our education industry became nooded w ith literary works that do not have anything good o ne 
should learn fro m them. This study identifies Ola Rotimi as a nationali st literary writer. He is found to be a nationalist because 
his works instil revolutionary ideas capable of instituting a detri balized, thriv ing and peaceful Nigeria, where everyone can 
li ve w ith one another, happily. 
Keywords: Nationalism, Natio nalist, Patrio t, Writer 

The Secret of Ethnicity and R ace: a Utopia n Hope of Ex istential W holeness in Bessie Head's 
Maru. Ojiakor, Theodora C hinyere and Onah, Oliver ................................................................ 91 

Abstr act: Prior to Nelson Mandela's ascension to power in South Africa, literature o f the country had been essentially a 
pro test against the dehumanizing treatment that was meted on the Blacks by the minority Whites who were at the helm of 
po wer thro ugh the policy of apartheid. This somehow created socio-po litica l upheava ls and a pervasive atmosphere. 
Consequently, some writers whi le unfolding thi s socia l enig ma d id so with a vision of proposing an ideal society for 
humanity. One of them is Bessie I lead. This paper seeks to pore over Head's Mant in a bid to demonstrate that her quest for a 
perfect ~ocicty has been provoked by her experiences in life and the dystopian South Africa. Informed ~y new historicism, it 
is argued thnt nn idea l or a perfect society is a figment o f the imagination. 
Keywords : Ethn icity, Uto pia, Existential, Bessie Head . 
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Abstract: Studies on Tanure Ojaidc's poetry have focused more on his denunciation of bad leadership. exploitation and 
despoliation of the Niger Delta. poor socio-political conditions in society anti expl9ration of the oral culture in that order wi th 
only tangential attention given to the resolutions or solut ions he proffers in the poems to counter or overcome the confl icts he 
critiqued. This overemphasiS on the problems or challenges instead of the solutions he offers leaves out a vital aspect of his 
poetics using literature to cxplorc practical solutions to problems of society. It is this aspect ofOjaide's poems on national 
leadership that this paper exami nes in The Fate ~(Vultures & Other Poem~tton the premise that the resolutions he offers to the 
conflicts he highlights in his poems contain pmctic:.rl roadmaps to resolving Nigeria's myriad of challenges. This paper 
contributes to criticism on the reformative function of litcr:.rture in society-poetry in this instance. Its main objectives 
therefore arc to scrutinize Ojaidc's perception of n:.rtional leadership in Nigeria and draw attention to the resolutions he 
proffers for Nigeria's regeneration and ultimately, her socio-political emancipation; and to deploy New Historicism as a 
critica l tool in the an<rlysis of The Fate ~f"Vulwres & Other Poems. New Historicism is our criti cal compass because it enables 
the study of li terary works as products of the time, place and historical conditions of their production. We also underscore 
m:.rjor motifs in the poems connected with Nigeria's past and present socio-political realities and their impact on national 
leadership. 
Keywords:, Nigerian poetry, national leadership. resolutions, New Historicism 

A Djalcctic Comparison of Kamua Birth Order Names. WAPPA, John Peter and ETIENNE, 
Ezekiel Kefas ................................................................................................................................... 112 

Abstract: Names as labels for rclcrcnts, show and display referents' history and culture. The study discovered that the two 
dialects of the Kamu? language, going through the bi11h order names noticed that the male, female and twins' names show 
some differences in both the orthography and pronunciations. At certain levels too, they have the same orthography and 
phonological presentations. As the study also shows, some omis~ions of some consonants can be replaced by other; as 
Nkaffa's 'kwa' is replaced by 'w' in Dakwa dialect. Generally, the names as used by both dia lec ts show high level of mutual 
intelligibility. 
Keywords: Comparati ve, Birth Order, Names, Kamua/Higgi. HI/HI 

English as a C riterion for Political Exclusion in Nigeria. Grace Amakaeze and Beatrice 
Abana ............................................................................................................................................... 119 
Abstract: English, as a ve;trgc of colonial administration, no doubt, has come to stay in Nigeri a with unifying significance. 
Nevertheless, the language which can be used as an effecti ve tool for promotion of unity can also be used as a weapon of 
exclusion. The vast majority of Nigerian populace is becoming increasingly excluded from participating in the management of 
the nation's aiTairs given the tenacity with which the milieu dirigeants hold on to the primacy of the English language. Engl ish 
is seen as an eli tist symbol which the leaders have used as a means of exclusion. This paper, therefore, seeks to examine the 
concept of exclusion and how English is used to exclude people either as indiv iduals or groups in active participation in 
politics and in the overal l nat ional development process. To accomplish this, a descriptive analysis was made on different 
approaches that are subject to exclusion. de Haan and Maxwell's theory of social exclusion fonns the theoretical framework. 
The work concludes that for Nigerians to develop through an unlimited access to politics and in all aspect "t> f national 
development, there must be a language that is adequately and generally understood by the majority of the population. It is only 
the language thnt people understand that guarantees access to information needed to ensure political participation. This should 
enable the Nigerian govcmment not on ly to eradicate illiteracy but margin:.rlization by unlocking major avenues of 
opportunity current ly blocking the masses from the global infomuuion grid. 
Keywords; exclusion, inclusion, marginalizatiori, English language, national development 



Excoriations and Resolutions on National Leadership in 
Tanure Ojaidc's T!te Fate of Vultures & Ot!ter Poems 

Introduction 

T anurc Ojaidc is a second 
generation Nigerian poet of 

· Urhobo extract ion who 
alongside Niyi Osundare is generally 
considered a very significant voice in 
Nigerian and African poetry. The socialist 
ideological s lant of his works is indicative 
of his commitment to the enthronement of 
social justice by tackling and dismantling 
all institutions of oppression and 
deprivation in society. However, as he 
critiques the social and political problems 
in Nigeria, he also articulates resolutions to 
ameliorate them. A key objective of this 
study is to foreground these resolutions and 
interpret their implications for soc iety. 

Historically, Nigeria is a country 
often plagued by socio-political crisis. A 
few years before her independence, the 
crisis of leadership that developed in the 
multi-ethnic country was laced with 
regional and ethnic sentiments, as each of 
the three dominant groups in the three 
regions- the Hausa in the North, the Yoruba 
in the West and the lgbo in the East
contended for the soul of Nigeria. Many 
nationalists claiming to build national 
consensus and identity clandestinely 
grappled with one another to dominate the 
political space in readiness for the 
impending departure of the British.' For 
instance the Action Group was formed, 
according to Chinua Achebe, because 
"over the years Awolowo had become 
increasingly concerned about what he saw 
as the domination of the NCNC by the Igbo 
e lite, led by Azikiwe" (45). The Northern 
People's Congress was equally floated for a 
s imilar reason as Ahmadu Bello, after a 
long effort, succeeded eventually 111 

spreading "his ever-effective mantra that in 
order to protect the mainly feudal North's 
hegemonic interests, it was critical to form 
a political party capable of resisting the 
growing power of Southern politicians" 
(Achebe 46). The country's new 
postcolonial leaders were so engrossed 
with consolidating their powers and 
influence in their new political domains 
that they neglected other vital ingredients 
of national integration, such as advocating 
tolerance towards cultural, religious and 
ideological minorities in their various 
spheres of influence. 

However, later developments 
showed that Nigeria's post-independent 
leaders would not have stabilized the 
tottering ship of state even if they had 
'considered' these vital elements in the 
polity without comprehending what Ball 
and McCulloch describe as the paradigm 
of cultural distinctiveness, which 
recognizes that "each culture has its own 
sense of beauty that has been developed 
through history and is composed of 
attitudes, values, and related behaviours" 
( qtd. in As gary and Walle 58). It is not far
fetched therefore to argue that both 
Nigeria's colonial masters and their 
postcolonial successors are collectively 
responsible for all the ills resulting from a 
mismanagement of the Nigeria project 
from the very beginning. Nonetheless,'a 
common legacy that arguably defines 
virtually all Nigeria's past regimes is 
corruption. Regrettably at each change of 
government, the infection appears to 
transform into new, more daring and more 
callous pillagers of the national treasury 
driven by "logic of self-service ... in the 
pursuit of selfish and personal goals at the 
expense of broader national interests" 
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EDWIN C. ONWUKA, EMMANUEL UBA AND I SA JAil FORTHESS 

(Ogbeidi 3). 
Tanure Ojaide's poems have 

elicited several studies that address 
diverse aspects ofhis poetry. His zealous 
advo~cy ofthe Niger Delta environment 
and ecosystem has birthed a number of 
introspective analyses (examples are 
studies by Enajite Ojaruega, Niyi 
Akingbe, Ofure Aito, Sayed Sadek, 
Nesther Alu, Friday Okon, Uzoechi 
Nwagbara and Charles Bodunde). These 
studies analyze the resistance element in 
Ojaide's poetry and explore the 
perspectives the poet reveals on the 
exploitation of the natural resources 
which has left the environment devastated 
beyond imagination. These studies focus 
on the conflicts of interest between the 
government's drive for economic 
solvency and the Niger Delta people's 
quest for resource control and a stoppage 
to the environmental degradation of their 
flora and fauna. None of them focuses on 
Ojaide's reso lutions on national 
leadership as the current one does. 

Some studies have also highlighted 
Ojaide's concem for the lot of the people, 
especially the downtrodden, because in 
many of his poems he critiques the poor 
socio-economic conditions of Nigerians, 
problems he believes are caused by failure 
of national leadership (such studies 
include those of Friday Okon, Ogaga 
Okuyade, Bassey Bassey, Kola Eke, Bate 
Besong and N. J. Udoeyop). These 
studies explore the techniques the poet 
deploys to perform the role of watchdog of 
society. Eke's study is one offew that look 
at the solution Ojaide offers for a specific 
social challenge. Beyond exploring the 
graphic images of poverty that Ojaide 
depj_f ts in hi s poems, the study highlights 

the answer the poet oiTers to ameliorate 
the problem and concludes that the poet's 
recipe of hard-work and formal education 
as mean :-. or eradicating poverty in Nigeria 
is a positive response.. Similarly, 
Udoeyop investigates the politics of 
salvation in Ojaide's poems and devotes 
adequate attention to the poet's call for a 
revolution as a panacea to the 
degenerative trends in society. However, 
these two studies do not focus on 
resolutions on national leadership which 
is the focus of the curTent study. 

Ojaide's exploration of the rich 
repertoire of the oral culture and tradition 
in his poems is a serious area of interest for 
many studies on his works (for instance, 
studies of Tayo Olafioye, Enajite 
Ojaruega, Ogaga Okuyade and Charles 
Bodunde). His deep knowledge of the 
myths, folklore , customs and linguistic 
nuances of the Urhobo has enriched his 
poetry so much that it is considered a 
compendium of Urhobo history and 
culture. Studies on this area of Ojaide's 
poetics explore mythic and cultural 
elements, as well as the texture of the 
Urhobo folklore and language in his 
poems and identify universal archetypes 
in personages like Ogidigbo, Aminogbe, 
Arhuaran and Ogiso among others, and 
comparing them with contemporary 
Nigerian leaders. 

Scholars have also explored 
postcolonial issues in Ojaide's poetry 
ranging from discourses on exile and 
migration to globalization, cultural 
identity and notions of home (examples 
are studies of Sayed Sadek, Uzoechi 
Nwagbara, Terhcmba Shija, and Senayon 
Olaoluwa). These studies focus on 
constructions of exile and migration and 
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images of frustration, alienation and home 
in Ojaidc's works. They explore in the 
poems harrowing experiences of exiles in 
foreign lands who after escaping tough 
socio-political conditions at home, become 
victims of exploitation struggling to 
survive under the double yoke of want and 
denial of rights. 

The thematic thrust of Ojaide's 
poems aligns with ideological views of 
earlier African writers (such as Chinua 
Achcbe, Elechi Amadi, Ngugi wa 
Thiong'o, Ayi Kwei Annab and Ama Ata 
Aidoo, and contemporaries such as Niyi 
Osundare, Akachi Ezeigbo, Odia 
Ofeimum, Femi Osofisan, Tayo Olafioye 
and Hope Eghagha) that literature and 
society are so interdependent that one 
cannot do without the other, especially in 
Africa where there are pressing challenges 
of leadership, nationhood and poverty. 
This is why Achebe has proclaimed that "in 
Africa the tendency is to keep art involved 
with the people" (56). 

However, Ojaide's poetry has been 
spurned by some critics. For instance, Alu 
and Suwa have disparaged the poet for the 
religious ambivalence he reflects in his 
poems. They are fazed at his effort to blend 
patently antagonistic faiths in his poetry 
:traditional African religion and the 
=:atholic Christian faith).They declare 
ncongruous his "proclivity to traditional 
·eligious worship even when he nods to 
:::atholici sm" (142). However, this rather 
1arsh assessment by the duo is hardly 
enable considering the fact that Ojaide's 
>oems arc highly influenced by the Urhobo 
1ral cu lture. 

~ew Historicism 
:tcphen Greenblatt, one of its chief 

advocates, describes New Historicism as a 
tex tual practice or method of reading which 
examines textual traces of the past 
integrated with contemporary narratives on 
the supposition that the past can only be 
accessible to us through textuality. 
Significantly influenced by Michel 
Foucault, New Historicism is eclectic in 
approach and borrows a lot from other 
literary theories because as Robert 
Weimann explains, it . is "fragmentary, 
spontaneous, and unstable because none of 
(the] contributi~ns to it has developed a 
comprehensive consciousness, let alone a 
methodology, of the full corre lative 
connections between literature and 
history" (263) . New Historici sm 
dismantles the distinction between text and 
context and views soc ial contexts as 
narrative constructions informed by extant 
power relations; thus, the idea of 
literariness and cultural value can be 
contested and reconstructed. The textual 
practice of New Historicism is popular 
among critics of Romanticism such as 
Jerome McGann, Marjorie Levinson, 
Marilyn Butler and David Simpson, and 
critics of Renaissance Studies like Stephen 
Greenblatt, Jonathan Goldberg and Louis 
Montrose among others. However, it is the 
perspective of Jerome McGann that we 
apply in this paper. According to him, 
"Poetry and poems are . .. trans-historical, 
but they acquire this perpetuity by virtue of 
the particular historical adventures which .. 
their texts undergo from their first 
appearance before their author's eyes 
through all their subsequent constitutions" 
( 131 ).This trans-historical quality is 
present in Ojaide's poetry because the 
issues addressed in them remain relevant in 
the past, the present and the future. Again, 
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McGann explains that, "New historical 
criticism tries to define what is most 
peculi ar and di stinctive in speci fi c 
poetical works, [and) in specifying these 
unique features and sets of relationships, it .. 
transcends the concept of the-poem-as-
verba l-object to reveal the poem as a 
special sort of communication event" 
( 13 1 ). 

Ojaide's The Fate of Vultures & 
Other Poems is treated in this paper as an 
ent ity that is more than a verbal object that 
expresses the thoughts of the poet in a 
re ac tionar y manner; rather, th e 
interpretation we apply to the subject 
matters of the poems is premised on our 
conviction that they embody a blend of 
human experiences that fo regrounds 
confl icts and cha llenges confront ing 
modern society. Therefore, analyzing the 
solutions Ojaide offers to each conflict is 
by extension an appraisal of the poet's 
vision on how to advance society. We also 
view these solutions as the poet's response 
to the power structures in society in the 
past and their impact on the nation. 

Excoriations and Resolutions on 
National Leadership 
The Fate of Vultures & Other Poems is a 
criti ca l appraisal of Nigeria, which after 
several years of independence from 
Britain has become li ke a patient in dire 
need of a major surgery to remain alive. 
However, beyond this assessment it offers 
redem,.egy;: :-s~eps ~o reverS<: .~the socio~ 
political decay that has been cntr~r1t:l1ed in· 
the politY The volume operts wl th''trpoem 
with a catchy title, "The Music of Pain." 
This label immediately catapults the 
imagination· to disturbing heights as it 
g rapp les with the inco ngruity of 
associating 'music' with pain. Music is 

typically associated with celebra tions or 
joyful events, and atmospheres o f love, 
peace, meditation, worship, etc. except at 
burial s. Pain is hardly celebrated because 
every creature avoids it. Though 'pain' is 
the poem's subject matter, the idea of 
juxtapos ing it with music is a captivating 
oxymoron. Ominously, Ojaide proclaims 
the cast of his orchestra "the chorus of 
resistant voices" the common people at the 
receiving end of injustice, deprivation and 
maladministration in all human societies 
throughout history. This is the segment of 
society groaning under the yoke of social
cultural and politica l oppression brought 
about by postcolonial conditions. It is in 
defense of Jhis mass of humani ty that 
Ojaide invokes "Aridon," his guardian 
spirit and poetic muse, to aid him achieve 
"Trails I of vic tori es aga inst overlords I 
who clamped reins upon the jawbones I of 
upright words" (6-9). Militan tly, the poet 
warns that though he is submissive to 
'Aridon,' the oppressors must not take his 
words with levity as they are barbed "with 
stee l shafts I for a long hunting season" 
(I 0- 11 ), because history has shown that 
the struggle against social injustice is a 
battle of attrition. His words are therefore 
framed "to shame chiefs of selfish rule" 
( 13). In Nigeri a where silence is the only 
armour aga in st oppress ion, Ojaide 
declares that "My songs became the land's 
infantry I drawing into its veins I the 
strengths of mi llions" particularly as all 

_._ yo.ca~~ resistance have been pern1anent ly 
• -~. 1 

•• ' 'subdne.d· tly;rfyrannical leaders. Ojaide 
. wa_ms in this· opening mantra that such 
leaders must heed his wamings, especially 
those that ask "what can songs do?" He 
recommends therefore that Nigeria's 
national leaders must respect the people's 
ri gh t to speak unh indered by intimidation 
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or fear from any quarters; and they should 
respond positively to the needs and 
yearnings of the people who legitimize 
their stay in power because without them, 
they stand on nothing. 

Similarly, "When soldiers arc 
diplomats" is a poem that derides the 
absurdity of the military institution that 
reneged on its traditional functions to 
dabble into areas alien to its conventional 
duty which is to fend off external 
aggression against the state. Ojaide likens 
the situation to putting "a savage in a suit" 
and "his blood-tinted teeth" (24-25) would 
not fail to reveal its true nature because the 
military are trained to destroy, not build. 
He also equates the aberration of 
politicians and intellectuals scampering 
around military leaders to get political 
appointments to prostitutes jostling for 
clients. It is a vicious cycle that plays out 
each time there is a coup that ousts one 
government and enthrones another; though 
such opportunists are used and dumped by 
the soldiers after they had bartered their 
integrity for pecuniary gains. Ojaidc warns 
therefore that "Diplomatic soldiering I is 
[so much like] living by the neon lamppost 
I waiting for the next caller I to be skinned, 
unmoved" (31-34). The poem reprimands 
Nigerian politicians who encourage the 
military to dabble into politics by blatantly 
:-unning the country aground. There is a 
Jalpable sense of morbidity throughout the 
)Oem with references to 'blood,' 'the dead,' 
cannibal,' 'fangs,' 'savage,' 'bedbugs' and 
whore' among other negative images that 
lescribe the predatory and destructive 
haracter of the military. Ojaide's dream 
4igeria is one where the military would 
:!main within the confines of their 
onstitutionally designated roles well 

outside politics. The motifs of di splacement 
and death in the poem arc deliberately 
overemphasized to rouse society to choose 
freedom, justice and equity over military 
rascality and its attendant dictatorship and 
oppreSS lOll. 

On the other hand, "What poets do our 
leaders read?" indicts post-independent 
African leaders for their callous and 
inhumane styles of leadership. Ojaide 
condcm~ the tyranny and irrational witch
hunting of political opponents by leaders 
insensitive to the cries of pain and deprivation 
ofthe people. He is perplexed by the kind of 
leaders thrown up in the continent and 
wonders 
What headgears do they wear 
that their ears do not .. show in the picture; 
what strings do top ones hold to 
that they always dangle sideways, 
never staying with the people? 
In the court of fanfares, who cares 
for the glowing steeple of earth's breast 
or the swathing blue of the sky's divine sheet? 

They never ever want to be caught 
undressed, but you can see the cape in their 
mitred shave ( 11-20). 
The poet is anxious to understand what 
political doctrines influence post
independent politics in Africa that thrive on 
so much bloodshed; and who propounded and 
developed such ideologies that send national 
leaders into spasms of anger when they hear 
the groaning and wailing of the people they 
lead. 

Whether these actions signify pain or 
distress or even relief is irrelevant to the 
in·ationally suspicious leaders who "kick the 
air, demon-possessed I and need blood to still 
their spasms" (24-25) even though they 
expect these same people they brutalize to 
accept as "infallible" their insanely distorted 
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judgments made in fits of anger (26-27). 
Ojaide1s roadmap for Africa's progress can 
be inferred from the poem. His message is 
that the people must resist all dastardly 
actions of their leaders because leaders are 
accountable to the people. In other words, 
the led .. ought to watch out for and stand firm 
against vain leaders who take pride in the ir 
capaci ty to witch-hunt and eliminate all 
oppositions. 

Again, "The fate of vultures" evokes 
memories of the hardships experi enced by 
Nigerians during the second republic. It 
echoes the gross maladministration of the 
National Party of Nigeria (NPN) Federal 
Government and its attendant plundering of 
the public coffers at a ll leve ls of 
government.2 It .opens with an invocation to 
the poet's guardian god, 'Aridon' to intervene 
in Nigeria and . recover her stolen wealth 
from those who looted them. The poet 
denounces the affl uence and wastefulness 
that were hallmarks of the Presidency of 
Shehu Shagari and Alex Ekwueme from 
1979-1 983. He petitions 'Aridon' to 
incinerate " the hands that buried mountains 
[of stolen wealth] in their bowels I [and] 
lifted crates of cash into their closets" (5-7). 
Unlike Achebe at the end of A Man of the 
People ( 1966), Ojaide did not celebrate the 
military who swept the unbearably corrupt 
politicians into the waste-bin of hi story. He 
would not exonerate the se lf-appointed 
redeemers he described as "hurricane" and 
"whirlwind" because of their notoriety for 
wiping off both the good and the bad in the 
system once they choose to take Qver the 
leadership of the country, leav ing "misery in 
their wake" (1 1 ). Ojaide puns the names of 
the top two leaders of that government by re
chri sten i ng "Shagari " to "Shamgari , 
Shankari, (and] shun gari " which was what 
his Presidency imposed on N igerians. The 

last label is an obvious insult because any 
government that forces Nigerians to shun 
'garri,' the stap le food in most Nigerian 
homes is ca lling for rebellion. Alex 
Ekwueme becomes "Alexius, arc hitect of 
wi nd-razed mansions,/ a mountain of 
capital. /Abuja has had its dreams" (29-31 ). 
This derogatory description quest ions the 
profess ional competence of Alex 
Ekwueme as an architect. The poem ends 
on a sardonic note by indicting the 
profiteers of the corrupt civilian regime and 
their military successors, opportunists that 
rose overnight from nonentities to instant 
millionaires. Ojaide derides their lifestyle 
conctitioned by a morbid sense of fear and 
insecurity and foretell s their downfall: 

Pity the fate of fl ash millionaires . 
lfthey are not hurled into jail , they 
live in the prison houses of their 
crimes and w ives and when they 
die, of course, only thei r kind 
shower praises on vultures ( 42-46). 

The poet's ultimate condemnation 
of these characters is that vultures of their 
kind those who wait for opportunities to 
scavenge would also await their demise to 
loot their ill-gotten fortunes as they have 
done to Nigerians. Ojaide's 
recommendation in the poem is that good 
leadership pays for the tranquility it 
engenders and most importantly, the 
security it assures for both the rich and 
poor so all could maximize thei r natural 
rights to attain happiness. Leaders who 
adopt this vision are eagles, while those 
who reject it are vultures. Leadership that 
is not accountable to the people, the very 
basis of its legitimacy, would degenerate 
into perfidy as was witnessed in Nigeria 
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.1ring the Second Republic, when those in 
)Wer looted the treasury with impunity. 
c counsels that the people must take 
1argc to prevent its recurrence. 

"Players" is a satire on Nigerian 
)litical leaders who take the country as a 
ere stage where they act out their various 
mtasies about governance. Ojaide calls 
1em players because like actors they are 
ifficult to predict. It brings to mind a 
tisguided military character goaded by 
crsonal ambition and a surreal vision to 
ansform Nigeria by inauspicious policies 
1at inflicted so much hardship on the 
eople. Ibrahim Babangida was a military 
resident infamous for his flamboyance 
nd penchant for changing his mind at will 
n national issues. The label 'player' sits 
1ell on him because he toyed with the 
ensibilities of Nigerians during the 
oliticall y turbulent years ofhis presidency 
rom 1985 to 1993. Like an actor on stage, 
e could settle into any character to cajole 
1e nation to believe and accept his political 
,immickry. He became so notorious for 
hanging and dribbling his way around 
ontroversial public matters that the press 
ticknamed him 'Maradona' after the most 
killful footballer in the world at that time, 
he Argentine Diego Maradona. Ojaide 
varns at the end of the poem that others 
tfter him will not be different because they 
tre all players and dreamers who take 
tdvantage of the postcolonial environment 
)[Nigeria. Thus, the people must therefore 
;hoose realists to lead them, not dreamers. 
tis also against such personalities that he 
.varns Nigerians in "When tomorro~ is too 
ong" so the people can be vigilant not to 

fall into their snares, and recommends that 
such tyrants be weeded out mercilessly as 
they would a 'cobra' lying in wait for them 
on their doorsteps. 

"Our worth" takes up recurrent 
themes of wastefulness and complacency 
imbibed by Nigerians in the past of plenty. 
Ojaide condemns the mi llipede pace of 
Nigeria's development as a nation after the 
riotous merriment of the oi l-boom years and 
blames the lack of planning by the country's 
leaders in times of plenty for the present 
predicament. He regrets that all that is left 
are "feathers scattered by a trap" which is 
nothing in terms of concrete achievement. 
Till today, Nigeria continues to rue the years 
"we drank every brew without getting 
drunk/consumed every dish without 
constipatmg/ and saw ourselves picnicking 
in the moon" (29-32). Matters are made 
worse by the sliding price of crude oil (the 
mainstay of Nigeria's economy)which has 
resulted in government's inability to pay 
workers' sa laries while the national 
infrastructure are in a state of disrepair. His 
counsels that things would change for the 
better when Nigeria's national values are 
reassessed to focus more on the culture of 
prudence, labour and hard work than 
reliance on how much countries of the West 
would pay for our crude oil. 

Conclusion 
This study has explored Tanure Ojaide's 
criticism of national leadership in post
independent Nigeria as well as the 
resolutions he has taken on the issues 
explored in The Fate of Vultures & Other 
Poems using New Historicism as a critical· 
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tool. lt has also analyzed his 
pronouncements on how to re-condition 
and redirect Nigeria to the path of progress. 
It has succeeded therefore in establishing 
th~ poet's concern for his society and 
showing on which side of the socio
political divide he stands between the 
leadership and the people. The study has 
therefore achieved its objectives to 
highlight the sore points identified by 
Ojaide to be responsible for Nigeria's 
socio-political and cultural inertia on the 
path of development; and to show that The 
Fate of Vultures & Other Poems articulates 
the challenge of national leadership in 
Nigeria, a nation struggling in the web of 
socio.-political deception, con·uption and 
bad leadership by misguided political and 
military leaders.: 

Notes 
I . The leading political figures prior to 
Nigeria's independence in 1960 were 
Nnamdi Azikiwe, an Igbo and leader of 
National Council of Nigerian Citizens 
(NCNC); Obafemi Awolowo, a Yoruba and 
leader of Action Group (AG); and Ahmadu 
Bello, leader of the Northern People's 
Congress (NPC). For many years, these 
political gladiators slugged it out at 
elections to rule Nigeria. 

2. The National Party ofNigeria (NPN) led 
the Federal Government in Nigeria from 
1979 tol983.The gove rnment 
wasinfamous for its profligacy and harsh 
austerity measures it introduced to offset 
the huge national debts it incurred from 
taking foreign loans. 
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